Commercial
Bladder Tank
Solutions
Reo Sac® Onion Tanks by Waterplex®
Waterplex produces a standard range of Onion tanks ranging from 5,000 litres
to 25,000 litres.
But because no two applications are the same, a
large number of the Reo Sac® Onion tanks
manufactured are customised to suit a particular
application or site.
The material used in the construction of Reo
Sac® Onion tanks is determined by the nature of
the end use and the type of liquid being stored.
Typically reinforced material is used to ensure the
strength and integrity required for large amounts
of water storage. Reinforced material also provides greater resistance to abrasion and
rough handling in the field.
Reo Sac® Onion tanks are self-erecting. A “floating collar”
enables them to rise to the maximum fill height as they fill.
The key advantage of a Reo Sac® Onion tank over a pillow
tank is the ability to fill and empty it faster than a standard
pillow bladder tank. This is due to the large opening
aperture within the floating collar.
The large opening also makes Onion tanks particularly easy
to empty and clean. The ability to ensure it is empty also
makes it easier to pack and transport relative to a standard
pillow tank.
The most common applications for Reo Sac® Onion tanks are:





Temporary liquid storage for maintenance of
another storage tank
Bushfire fighting
Temporary containment of almost any waste liquids
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Options available with Reo Sac® Onion tanks
include:



Protective collar covers to provide protection
from sunlight and dust





Groundsheets (reinforced or non-reinforced)



Carry bag

Webbing handles for easy relocation
A range of different fitting types and sizes
depending on the requirement

Reo Sac® Onion Tank Capacities and Dimensions
Part No.
RSOT05
RSOT10
RSOT12
RSOT18
RSOT25

Capacity
(litres)
5,000
10,000
12,000
18,000
25,000

Filled Dimensions
X (mm)
2,800
4,000
4,400
5,000
6,000

Y (mm)
1,500
2,280
3,100
3,300
3,500

Z (mm)
1,000
1,100
1,100
1,500
1,200

Weight
(kg)
30
40
45
55
74

Call Waterplex® on 1300 72 60 70 for a Quote for a Reo Sac® Onion Tank today
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